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Things are not always as they appear. That certainly pertains to the labor market data prior to the recent rebenchmarking. As I had indicated in the last few reports, I expected the new labor market data to show greater employment levels since historically, revisions are typically higher in the early stages of recoveries and the magnitudes of implied job losses seemed to be too extreme. Let me confess, the magnitudes of the job gains in the newly released data took me by surprise.

What we now see is that Current Conditions Index values for all of 2010 were substantially higher than what the existing data throughout last year had led us to believe. Furthermore, these data point quite clearly to a change in the date for the beginning of Rhode Island’s current recovery from June of 2010 to February.

The data prior to rebenchmarking produced CCI values no higher than 58 for all of last year, with two non-expansionary values in October and November. What we now see is that after February, as the recovery progressed, the CCI exceeded 58 for the remainder of last year, reaching a high of 83 (where 10 of the 12 CCI indicators improved) on three occasions. The primary reason for the higher CCI values concerns two indicators. The first of these, Employment Service Jobs, is a leading labor market indicator that includes "temps." While we thought it had failed to improve throughout all of 2010, the revised data show that it improved for every month of 2010. The other changing indicator, Private Service-Producing Employment, had only risen a few times last year. The new data show this improving for 10 of the 12 months in 2010. The two of these accounts for most of the revised CCI increases.

So, in light of all the CCI changes, January was another good month for Rhode Island. Its value, 67, while exceeding anything we had witnessed in the prior data, actually showed a decline from the (new) December value of 83. Eight of the twelve CCI indicators improved, with yet another strong performance from our latest “star,” Employment Service Jobs, which rose 2.8 percent.

There were modest gains in the remaining indicators that improved. US Consumer Sentiment rose, but by only 0.2 percent. Private Service-Producing Employment increased by 0.4 percent, its tenth consecutive improvement. Manufacturing turned in a seemingly modest performance, but that is deceiving. Total Manufacturing Hours rose by 0.5 percent, but this was its eighth improvement in the last nine months, something I thought we would never see again. Couple this with a strong increase in the Manufacturing Wage (+4.1%), and Rhode Island manufacturing strength mirrors that of the US. Our Labor Force increased by 0.8 percent, and the revised data show that improvements in our Unemployment Rate were not largely the result of Labor Force declines as the prior data appeared to show. Our Unemployment Rate remained above 11 percent in January, though. Finally, New Claims fell sharply in January (-12.9%).

Retail Sales declined in January (-0.8%), as did Government Employment (-1.3%). Benefit Exhaustions rose (+16.5%), while Single Unit Permits, a very volatile indicator of late, plunged by over 50 percent.

The revised labor market data and CCI values point to the fact that Rhode Island is actually in a fairly “typical” recovery in terms of cyclical momentum. Our state’s sluggish job growth and stubbornly high jobless rate point to the sad reality that major structural impediments continue to counteract our state’s cyclical momentum, so overall, growth remains unacceptably low. Removing structural impediments should be our job #1.